I. INTRODUCTION
Sensor Network poses a number of challenging problems such as converge, connectivity and tracking. We are considering a typical network consisting two major physical components. First, we have "station". A station is an endpoint of connection with a wireless interface used to access the network. Typical examples of stations are laptop, mobile etc.
Second the "access point". An access point has one wireless interface and one wired interface. The wired interface is effective between different access points and the wireless interface is effective between the stations and the access point. It is therefore the access point that connects the wireless LAN to the wired LAN. Also the radio propagation effects limit the range of wireless transmission. This range can be increased by increasing the transmission power.
We deployed some access point on the surface of unit sphere. The transmission range of a access point draw a "spherical cap" on the surface of unit sphere and every station with in this spherical cap can communicate with the access point. Also we consider that the station is free to move on the surface of this unit sphere. If the two spherical caps intersect, it provides a covered path by which a mobile station can move from one access point to the other access point without disconnecting from the network. Our model can be representing as a random intersection graph. Random intersection graphs were introduce in [8] , and defined as:
Let us consider a set V with n vertices and another set of objects W with m objects. Define a bipartite graph * ( , , ) G n m p with independent vertex sets V and .
W Edges between v V ∈ and w W ∈ exists independently with probability . 
Dudley [5] , derived the distribution of the degree of a vertex of random intersection graph. Also show that if n be the number of vertices and n α ⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦ be the number of objects, the vertex degree changes sharply between 1, 1 α α < = and 1 α > . Bhupendra Gupta [3] , derived the strong threshold for the connectivity between any two arbitrary vertices of vertex set V , and determines the almost sure probability bounds for the vertex degree of a typical vertex of random intersection graph.
II. OUR MODEL
In this paper we considered the random intersection graph generated by the spherical caps on the surface of a 3-dimensional unite sphere. [ ]
The total variation distance between two integer valued random variables X and Y is define as 
IV. MAIN RESULTS
The following theorem gives the distribution of number of edges of the surface of a unit sphere. α > Then for sufficiently large N , ( )
i.e., the number of edges in graph N G is a Poisson random variable with parameter . 
.
Now by using the equation (2.1) of [2] we have
Using (6) 
Using (7) in (4), we get [ ] 4 (1 ) .
Now consider 
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Now by Theorem 1, we have
Using eqs. (8) and (9), we get 
